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Paul, Jacky and football 
by Tom B. (8c) 

 

Paul is 14 years old and plays football very well. His team plays in the 
highest youth league. For the girls in his class Paul is a star, because 
he’s such a good football player. But Paul only loves one girl in his 
class, her name is Jacky. Jacky has often been to games of Paul and 
his team and is very proud of him. One day Paul asked her about a 
date and she answered with yes. Jacky has a brother called James 
and he doesn’t like Paul, as he’s jealous of him because he’s a better 
footballer than himself. Jacky’s father is also against Paul, because he 
is not very good at school. The father doesn’t know anything about 
Paul‘s and Jacky‘s date. That’s why James had told his father about it. 
When Jacky came home she had a lot of trouble with her parents.  

One day Paul had a game against the leading football team and there 
were also scouts from clubs like FC Liverpool, Manchester United and 
Chelsea London FC on side of the field. Two days after the game Paul 
receives a request from Manchester United and Liverpool and he is 
invited to a trial training session at both clubs. The clubs pay the 
night and the flight for two people. Paul wants to go there with Jacky 
and without their parents, his parents think that’s okay, but Jacky’s 
parents won’t allow it. That’s why they want to fly there secretly 
without Jacky’s parents noticing. One week later, they fly to 
Manchester and Paul is super excited about the training and the 
team. But they have a problem, because Jacky’s parents are missing 
Jacky and go to the police. But Jacky and Paul don‘t worry about that. 
Paul’s time has come. At first, he has a private talk to the trainer of 
Manchester United’s youth team and after that the trial training 
starts. One day later Paul calls the trainer and tells him, that he 
would go to Manchester United. The trainer is happy and Jacky and 
Paul fly back home and have a lot to explain to their parents.  
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After many explanations Jacky’s parents understand that she loves 
Paul. On Sunday evening the time has come, Paul asks Jacky if they 
want to be together and she is very happy about that. They are very 
happy in their relationship and every girl in the class is jealous of 
Jacky. Paul cancels the trial session at Liverpool, because he wants to 
play for Manchester United. But now the only question left, is the 
move to Manchester. But Jacky’s family has understood that she 
really loves Paul and has decided to move to Manchester as well. The 
parents of Paul and Jacky have a conversation and have decided that 
they are going to buy a two-family house in the city of Manchester.  

Half a year later, the move to the new city is done and Paul has 
arrived well in the new team. His new best friend is Joshua and 
Joshua’s sister is a very good friend of Jacky. Paul and Jacky love each 
other and she will support him as best as she can. 

 

The End 
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